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 Chapter 6 Major Operational Results

6.1 Summary of Implementation Results of the SMEs

Promotion Strategy

6.1.1 Fiscal 2004 Implementation Results (October 2003 -

September 2004)
Monitoring implementation of SMEs promotion according to the strategies under

the SMEs promotion master plan was an on-going effort. For the fiscal 2004 (October

2003 - September 2004), 26 relevant agencies submitted their data to the Office of

Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion to be analyzed. The implementation of

SMEs promotion by these agencies compared to the aims set under each strategy

of the SMEs promotion master plan can be summarized as follows:

Strategy I Restructuring SMEs to be Social and Economic Driving Force

The SMEs promotion plan (2002-2006) focused on 2 main strategic aims comprising

restoring the status and developing the financial stamina of SMEs; and improving

the business environment, creating opportunities and developing marketing potentials

for SMEs. The details are as follows:

Tactic 1.1: Restoring the Status and Developing the Financial Stamina of SMEs;

its aims include the following:

1. Solving SMEs capital and liquidity problems for at least 6,000 SMEs including

ones with non-performing loan (an average of THB 1 million each) by 2006 The 9

government financial institutes were able to provide THB 325.67 billion in loans to

a total of 359,630 SMEs. The Small and Medium Enterprise Development Bank

(SME Bank) and the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand (IFCT) were the two

institutions working on projects to support SMEs with bad debts. The SME Bank
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offered SMEs with insufficient collateral or non-performing loan a Packing Credit

program for exporter. In 2004, it provided 11 SMEs with THB 70 million in loans

under this program. The IFCT, through its Syndication Fund (NPL) program for

SMEs with bad debts, approved THB 12.5 million for 4 SMEs in 2004. The results

from both projects, however, represented only 0.025 percent of the total credits

given to SMEs by the government financial institutes.

Aside from that, credit guarantee is another financial instrument available for SMEs

in need of business liquidity. In 2004, the Small Business Credit Guarantee

Corporation (SBCG) was able to approve THB 4.65 billion in credit guarantee for

3,875 SMEs. These implementation results confirmed that, though the government

financial institutes met their goals in providing help for SMEs, only a small proportion

of SMEs with non-performing loan, which the plans aimed at, was allowed access

to the assistance. This was due to the fact that the projects being implemented had

not been particularly focused on SMEs with bad debts.

2. Creating opportunities for at least 1,000 SMEs for access to capitals available in

the Market for Alternative Investment (MAI) and government and private mutual

funds by the year 2006 In 2003, only 8 SMEs were listed in the MAI. This number

increased by 14 to a total of 22 in 2004, due largely to their own ability to meet the

marketûs requirements. Monitoring relevant agencies in fiscal 2004 showed that

IFCT was the only agency offering supports for SMEs planning to enter the MAI.

Moreover, the SMEs Venture Capital Fund (SMEVC) was established. The government

hired the One Asset Management Limited to manage this fund in order to support

SMEs by means of equity financing. The OSMEP and SME Bank also had their

SMEs joint venture projects. Together, these 3 funds put a total of THB 430.68

million in joint investment with 40 SMEs. It is obvious that the number of SMEs

under these projects was small. A study showed that the process of investing in

SMEsû joint venture was so complicated it required at least 2 committees or panels

to approve the plan. It took about 60 days to complete the process, and the set
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criteria for SMEs joint venture were too rigid for average SMEs to meet. In order to

accelerate joint venture investment, the timeframe should be shortened and criteria

revised to make the process more practical.

Tactic 1.2: Improving Business Environment, Creating Opportunities

and Developing Marketing Potentials for SMEs. Its aims include the following:

1. Increasing the value of procurement from SMEs to at least 20 percent of overall

government procurement by the year 2006 The Comptroller Generalûs Department

commissioned the Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) to conduct a

study to develop the strategies to promote SMEsû participation in government

procurement. Results of the study showed that, as of end of fiscal 2004, the SMEsû

share in government procurement were as follows: 99.6 percent of total contract

value in construction, material and equipment; 60 percent of computer system

procurement of up to THB 5 million in value per contract; 99 percent of counseling,

advertising and public relations, except media program producing or TV air-time

selling which required large amounts of capital, and 97 percent of average value per

contract of office materials and equipment procurement. The major constraints

faced by SMEs trying to gain access to government procurement comprised the

lack of transparency in procedures, existing rules and regulations that did not

encourage SMEs participation and the usual disadvantages they had over large

enterprises. Most SMEs also suffered from limited financial liquidity, so, the

recommendations for promotion of SMEs on procurement included: creating

transparency and unbiased procedures; improving government agenciesû rules and

regulations; organizing training for government officials in conducting competitive

procurement, and allowing SMEs priority in procurement. The Office of Procurement

Management (OPM), the Comptroller Generalûs Department, was the key agency

responsible for implementation of these recommendations to provide better access

for SMEs in public procurement. This would eventually lead to SMEsûs development

in their manufacture, employment and income distribution at the community level.
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2. Enhancing effectiveness and increasing sale portals for different SMEs products,

providing outlets and establishing SMEs products distribution centers in every

region by the year 2006. Activities under this tactic included those aiming to

enhance available sale portals such as trade fairs or ùbuyers meet sellersû activities,

and adding new portals such as the e-marketplace project allowing trade by SMEs

through the Department of Business Developmentûs website. Concerning regional

distribution centers, only one was established in Chiang Mai province by the

Department of Industrial Promotion. The results from this project should be applied

in establishing similar centers in other regions in order to create more sale portals

for the SMEs.

Strategy II Improvements in Infrastructure and Facilitating Business

This comprises 2 tactics as follows:

Tactic 2.1: Creating and improving infrastructure, rules, regulations and

government services to facilitate SMEs business

Tactic 2.2: Promoting the government and private sectorsû collaboration and

strengthening private organizations

Their goals include the following:

1. Promoting linkage of SMEs as associations or independent institutes, establishing

at least 20 of them by the year 2006, and promoting government and private

sectorsû collaboration to make government services respond better to the private

sectorsû needs. Results from monitoring of relevant agenciesû implementation showed

an increasing number of collaborative projects between government and private

sectors.
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2. Establishing network and at least 1 information center to disseminate information

on production, product analysis, quality testing, management, and marketing for

SMEs in each region by the year 2006. Again, monitoring showed that a number of

SMEs supporting agencies at regional level were facilitating development of SMEs

networks and dissemination of SMEs information from production to marketing. These

agencies also conducted supporting programs/activities e.g. providing information

system services for SMEs and developing information system as a basis to create

SMEs information network.

3. Improving business environment, providing basic facilities and revising and

amending rules and regulations obstructing operations of SMEs; a minimum of 6

of these were to be completed by the year 2006. Agencies undertaking the revision

of rules and regulations included the Department of Business Development and the

Department of Internal Trade. As many as 7 issues were under consideration namely,

revision of the Foreign Business Act, the Institute of Internal Auditor of Thailandûs

review of accounting standards causing difficulties in implementation, establishment

of the committee on SMEs accounting practices by the Institute of Internal Auditor

of Thailand, introduction of legal measures to promote development of franchise,

amendment of the Trade Competition Act B.E. 2542 (1999) to separate the issue of

fair trade abuse from trade competition and accelerate the process of solving the

former, determine the criteria for single firm dominance under article 25 of the

Trade Competition Act B.E. 2542 (1999) and review and amendment of rules and

regulation affecting SMEs. However, revision and making amendments required

certain amount of time, thus no amendment was put to effect within 2004.

On improving business environment and providing basic facilities for SMEs, progress

was made at different levels including:

• At macro level, the Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion

was developing the SMEs Promotion Action Plan for each region across

the country. Two out of nine regions already completed their plans,
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namely the Upper Northern and the Gulf of Thailand Southern Coast

regions, while the remaining seven regionsû plans were in progress. The

OSMEP also prepared an annual report on SMEs to keep the government

and private agencies as well as the SMEs themselves informed of

situations facing them, and to provide a basis for decision making or

planning of their business operations.

• Regarding the implementations pertaining to investment privileges

and incentives, in 2004, the Board of Investment granted 164 SMEs

investment privileges under the 6/2546 announcement referring to policy

on promotion of SMEs. Meanwhile, at operational level, there were many

organizations providing SMEs with IT services comprising presentation,

information dissemination and public relations through websites and

other medias. This included the Department of Industrial Promotion, the

Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion and the Institute of

Small and Medium Enterprises Development. The activities made

available by each of these agencies in 2004 were comprehensive, but

the results did not create the desirable impacts, especially on revision

and amendment of laws obstructing or being unfavorable to SMEs.

4. Encouraging a minimum of 37 percent of unregistered SMEs to enter legal

entrepreneurship system by registering their operations, having 72 percent of all

SMEs registered by the year 2006. Monitoring showed that in fiscal 2004, the

relevant agencies generally carried out SMEs registration tasks as required by law

and their own regulations. In 2003, some 44,007 out of 1,995,929 existing SMEs

registered as juristic persons. It was suggested that, in the next fiscal year, these

agencies should develop projects or activities aiming at encouraging more SMEs to

register. In doing so, the government sector could introduce public relations measures

and provide registered SMEs with incentives.
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Strategy III Promotion of Stable and Sustainable Growth of SMEs
Tactics under this strategy include;

Tactic 3.1: Increase efficiency and promote the use of information and communication

technologies (ICT) by SMEs in manufacturing, trade and services to an international

standard and in accordance with the principles of good corporate governance

Tactic 3.2: Promote research, studies, coping and development of innovation between

governments and privately owned educational institutions for commercial purposes

Tactic 3.3: Link enterprises and develop clusters through enterprise networking,

information system networking and the supply chain system

Tactic 3.4: Develop SMEs resourcesû ability and livelihood The goals embedded in

this strategy include the following:

1. Developing effectiveness in SMEs production, management, and marketing, building

professionalism and operating under international standards in order to compete

in global markets. A minimum of 1,200 SMEs are to receive this by the year 2006.

A number of relevant government agencies reported their existing projects/activities

supporting SMEs with a wide range of developments. These services include

consulting and training on manufacturing, management, and marketing issues. For

instance, the Department of Industrial Promotion conducted projects on manufacturing

efficiency enhancement, general and industry-specific management, as well as

development of supporting industry capacity. The Technology Promotion Association

(Thai-Japan) provided entrepreneurs with the Shindan service focusing on in-depth

analysis of their enterprises. The Department of Business Development also organized

training for service and franchise entrepreneurs. However, each project/activityûs

assessment was done by indicators at output level, not ones reflecting the outcomes

they created. Further monitoring was needed in order to determine whether or not

the small and medium entrepreneurs joining these projects could benefit from them.
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2. Establishing at least 1 SMEs network or Research and Development Center in

each region by the year 2006. Report on progress made in fiscal 2004 showed that

the project to establish the Science Park for the Northern region was still in its

inception period. However, some existing programs were found to be supportive for

SMEs innovation. For example, the Department of Intellectual Property had a project

on promotion of innovation for SMEs business development comprising seminars to

present technological information to SMEs in 5 regions. The Thailand Institute of

Scientific and Technological Research also completed researches on innovative

products. In Thailandûs current trade and investment competition where the trend

of free trade was gaining acceptance, Thai SMEs need to upgrade their production

in order to maintain the competitive edges both in Thailand and overseas markets.

Research and development, together with innovations, are the important instrument

for value adding and creating product differentiation. Lack of awareness of this

seems to be an issue among Thai SMEs. It is suggested that there should be a

concerted effort comprising awareness-raising and development of mechanism to

promote R&D and innovation utilization in SMEs.

3. Building personnel capacity for SMEs to match their business requirements and

trends and/or having a minimum of 30,000 SMEs personnel certified in skills and

labor standard by the year 2006. Monitoring of relevant agencies in fiscal 2004

showed that the main agencies working on consulting, training, and capacity building

for SMEs were the Department of Industrial Promotion and the Institute of Small

and Medium Enterprises Development. Other agencies which helped disseminating

information among the entrepreneurs comprised the Department of Business

Development and the Board of Investment. Each project/program was found to

achieve its goals, but assessment was suggested in order to measure the usage of

skills and knowledge gained which would lead to certification of labor skill standards.

Evaluation of project/program should also focus on benefits it brought to the

participants.
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4. Promoting work environment improvement and employment benefits to create

incentives and increase SMEs employeesû working efficiency for a minimum of

3,000 enterprises by the year 2006. The Department of Labor Protection and Welfare

was the key player in helping SMEs improve their work environment and offer better

employment benefits to increase their employeesû efficiency in the workplace.

5. Encouraging networking and clustering of SMEs. At least 3 pilot clusters are to

be established by the year 2006. In 2004, the Department of Industrial Promotion

was able to establish 2 new clusters consisting of the motorcycle parts and spa

products industries. Strengthening the 3 existing industrial clusters also went well,

and network linking was achieved for many activities. Other agencies collaborating

in the Supply Chain Management projects included the Thailand Textile Institute

and the Department of Business Development. More projects/activities on networking

of enterprise are being implemented by a number of agencies, but their goals at

this stage are limited. It is recommended that the target groups for these activities

should be broadened and increased in number and projects/activities supporting

networking of enterprises should be conducted constantly in order to strengthen

those networks.

6. Increasing SMEs employment by a minimum of 50,000 jobs a year (expansion of

enterprises resulting from increasing efficiency of the entrepreneurs/operating as

cluster/having labor with better skill-standard). Implementation of projects under

strategy III by most agencies did not include setting up targeted increase in

employment caused by business expansion. However, this increase was consistent

with the SMEs growth. The 2004 employment records showed that, out of 11,604,332

employments by all enterprises, as many as 9,330,667 jobs, representing 80.4 percent

of Thailandûs total employment, were under SMEs. Their employment increased by

3,763,802 or 67.6 percent compared to 2003. This record was the sum of all SMEs

employment including jobs created by establishing juristic persons or as results of

the governmentûs projects/activities to promote new enterprises.
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7. Increasing SMEs labor productivity by 2.5 percent annually. Monitoring of

relevant agenciesû implementation showed that, in 2004, many existing agencies

including the Department of Industrial Promotion, the Institute of Small and Medium

Enterprises Development and the Department of Skill Development provided training

and development for entrepreneurs and labor to improve their work-related skills.

Strategy IV Building Potential of Exporting SMEs to International

Standards Comprising tactics as follows:

Tactic 4.1: Increase export marketing capabilities

Tactic 4.2: Develop SMEs production and servicing to meet international standards

Tactic 4.3: Create positive business atmosphere alongside with decreasing burdens

and disadvantages encountered by exporting SMEs, such as certain laws, policies

and protectionism.

The tacticsû aims include the following:

1. Promoting at least a 6 percent annual growth of export of SMEs products and

services. The main government agency responsible for this was the Department of

Export Promotion, Ministry of Commerce. The DEP conducted many projects/

activities for promotion of Thai SMEs exports including the Smart Export project,

the Intertrader project, projects on product development for overseas markets,

pioneering new markets for SMEs export in neighboring countries and the Thailandûs

Brand activities. Monitoring of implementation in 2004 found that, aside from the

DEP, other agencies conducting projects/activities on export promotion comprised

the Department of Business Development and the Board of Investment. Their

activities included developing service business to international standards, developing

and endorsing basic management systems as well as enhancing exportersû
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manufacturing and management efficiency. With these supports from government

agencies, the SMEs export value in 2004 amounted to THB 1.03 trillion, representing

26.5 percent of Thailandûs total exports (THB 3.89 trillion), a 17.0 percent increase

over 2003.

2. Curbing and eliminating major export constraints by 2006 (VAT refund/

transportation/certificate of origin/export expressway/insurance/bank guarantee/

leasing/factoring/management/product development/marketing). Report on

implementation of SMEs promotion in fiscal 2004 showed that the projects/activities

comprised the Customs expressway project and the SMEs expressway scheme by

the Customs Department to facilitate customs procedures for exporters through the

newly-established One Stop Shop, consulting and giving advice to exporters, revision

of duty and tax refund systems for exporting SMEs allowing duty drawbacks or

refunds under section 19 bis or duty refund within 20 days. In addition, there were

a number of studies focusing on impacts of free trade agreements on Thai SMEs

and ways to respond to such impacts. Despite these efforts, the government could

accelerate the process of eliminating the remaining obstacles to create better

facilitation for Thai SMEs and exporters.

3. Establishing center or network of international market research to help SMEs

learn about consumersû behavior and business and investment trends in overseas

markets covering every region by the year 2006. Monitoring of implementation in

fiscal year 2004 showed that there was no agency assisting SMEs by establishing

centers or networks for overseas market in-depth research.

Strategy V Developing Existing and New SMEs

There are 4 tactics under this strategy comprising;

Tactic 5.1: Develop and integrate research and development of commercially viable

innovation
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Tactic 5.2: Create and encourage entrepreneurship

Tactic 5.3: Create opportunities by supporting measures including developing,

fostering and providing facilities for new entrepreneurs

Tactic 5.4: Develop the right environment for creating new entrepreneurs The

goals under this strategy include the following:

1. Increasing the number of new entrepreneurs by 50,000 annually and a minimum

of 100,000 employments a year. In 2004, as many as 44,686 new juristic persons

registered with the Department of Business Development, a 2 percent increase

from the previous year. As reported in the Department of Industrial Promotion

monitoring and assessment of the New Entrepreneurs Creation project (NEC), a

project to create new entrepreneurs according to the government policies, as many

as 3,567 entrepreneurs participated in 2004. As a result, 1,272 new enterprises were

established (representing 35.7 percent of the projectûs participants) creating 7,288

jobs. Additional programs supporting new entrepreneurs included the Technical

Skill Enterprises Development program by the Department of Skill Development.

The program, aiming at raising skill level among Thai labor to be able to hold

independent careers, had 2,043 participants. About 40.0 percent of them were

certified, and a total of 820 participants reported that they were able to apply the

skills learned to their jobs. Out of 669 participants in the New Entrepreneurs (Thao

Kae Mue Mai) program by the Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion,

83 actually established new enterprises. The OSMEP also collaborated with Kasetsart

University in training the Business Creation projectûs 103 participants. All together,

the projects on promotion of new entrepreneurs in 2004 resulted in establishment of

2,175 new enterprises. Relevant agencies were to continue their projects/activities

to create new entrepreneurs which, in turn, will become the backbone of the countryûs

economy.
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2. Promoting and developing new SMEs utilizing knowledge, skill, and craftsmanship

in their business, to reach a minimum of 3,000 by the year 2006. During 2001-2003,

the Department of Industrial Promotion conducted the New Entrepreneurs Creation

project and had the collaborating agencies undertake monitoring of the projectûs

participantsû development, especially on new enterprise establishment. Data gathered

from this helped develop the Capability Enhancing Database which allowed better

participant linkage and coordination. The DIP constantly conducted consulting

activities, held meetings/seminars and organized trade shows to create new markets

for new entrepreneurs. Monitoring data revealed that 4,582 out of 13,397 project

participants had acquired the status of new entrepreneur and were listed in the

Capability Enhancing Database.

6.1.2 Fiscal 2005 Implementation Results

(October 2004 - September 2005)
Monitoring of on-going SMEs promotion implementation in compliance with the

SMEs promotion strategies under the master plan in fiscal 2005 showed that as

many as 33 government agencies reported their implementation results to the Office

of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion. The results of key SMEs promotion

efforts by these agencies could be summarized as follows:

Strategy I Restructuring SMEs to be Social and Economic Driving Force

Key implementation results: To strengthen the SMEs financially, the 8 government

financial institutes provided THB 106.71 trillion in loans to 117,115 SMEs. The Small

Business Credit Guarantee Corporation (SBCG) also approved THB 1.75 billion of

credit guarantees for 922 SMEs, making a total of THB 108.46 trillion for 118,037

SMEs, at an average of THB 0.92 million. The OSMEP conducted training on business

planning, joint venture and specific financial knowledge for 222 SMEs to help them

in capital access. In addition, the office also explored the possibility to develop the

SMEs credit guarantee system.
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In 2005, four SMEs were listed in the Market for Alternative Investment (MAI), and

32 received approval for THB 591.08 million of venture funds. In the first quarter of

2005, the 3 funds were able to allow more investment in SME than the entire 2004.

The Tsunami disaster was one of the incidents leading to an increasing number of

public and private joint ventures.

Activities to support and promote marketing efficiency and potential in 2005 were

continuing from 2004. These included exhibitions, trade fairs, the buyer meet seller

activities, the online SMEs central market allowing web-based trading and the Thai

Shop Channel project on broadband internet. Aside from increasing trade portal for

SMEs, their participation in governmentûs procurement was also promoted. The

Office of Procurement Management (OPM), the Comptroller Generalûs Department,

developed a project to improve SMEsû ability in procurement through understanding

of rules and procedures. Four relevant training courses were conducted, with the

number of participants reaching 500. The government also implemented a range of

projects to promote SMEs participation in governmentûs procurement such as the

e-procurement development project.

Strategy II Improvements in Infrastructure and Facilitating Business

Key implementation results: Projects/activities supporting this strategy in 2005

include the following;

• Providing IT service for SMEs comprising development of IT system to

become a network supporting SMEs with information, for instance,

providing information for SMEs through website, radio and television.

• Revision and amendment of rules and regulations to facilitate SMEs

business, continuing from the previous year; the effort focused on 5

issues as follows;
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(1) Drafting franchise law, revising and establishing a committee to

work on drafting of the franchise law and including the draft in the

Minister of Commerceûs development of integrated law plan, 2005.

(2) Amending the Trade Competition Act B.E. 2542 (1999) to separate

the issue of fair trade abuse from trade competition and accelerate

the process of solving the former, the amendment being in the

process of drafting.

(3) Determining criteria for single firm dominance under article 25 of the

Trade Competition Act B.E. 2542 (1999). The cabinet authorized the

Ministry of Commerce to establish a working group to examine criteria

for single firm dominance; the matter was under the trade competition

committeeûs consideration prior to submitting to the cabinet.

(4) Revising laws and regulations affecting SMEs which included the

drafting of the Act to repeal the announcement no.58 of the National

Executive Council, where comments from the Office of the Council

of State were under the cabinetûs consideration, and reviewing the

Ministry of Commerceûs Ministerial Regulations concerning control

on business of public warehouse B.E. 2535.

• At macro level, the Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion

was in the process of conducting a survey to monitor the monthly Trade

and Service Sentiment Index - TSSI (Jan-Mar)/developing the SMEs

Promotion Master Plan 2007-2011/preparing recommendations on the

SMEs promotion policy/developing the Sectoral Action Plan  for the

Promotion of SMEs 2007-2011 to provide SMEs  in each sector with

promotion strategies consistent with the governmentûs policy/developing

the Sectoral Action Plan for the Promotion of SMEs for each area to

carry on activities initiated in 2004 in 7 areas including the Lower Northern

region, the Central region, the Eastern, Western, Upper and Central

Northeastern, Lower Northeastern and the Southern Andaman Coast
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regions/studying and developing indicators for implementation of SMEs

promotion policy and preparing the SMEs Annual Report 2004.

• For investment privileges and incentives, the Board of Investment had

issued the 6/2546 announcement referring to policy on promotion of

SMEs in Thailand under which 103 SMEs were granted investment

privileges in 2005. The Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT)

also offered the SMEs Ua Arthon industrial estate project allowing 6

SMEs to operate in the Lat Krabang Industrial Estate. On promotion for

groups of SMEs to form an association or independent institute and

establishment of network and the manufacture information center,

product testing and analysis, management and marketing, there were

projects benefiting SMEs. For instance, the National Food Institute (NFI)

was implementing a project on establishing a network of agricultural

products and food laboratories involving 34 agencies. The project would

tremendously help SMEs in manufacturing and quality testing and analysis

of agricultural products and food.

Strategy III Promotion of Stable and Sustainable Growth of SMEs
Key implementation results: for development of manufacturing, management and

marketing for those SMEs ready to compete in global markets, key projects/activities

carried over from 2004 comprised consulting service and training on manufacturing,

management and marketing for SME entrepreneurs. The Department of Industrial

Promotion (DIP) conducted projects on manufacturing efficiency enhancement,

general and industry-specific management, as well as development of supporting

industries capacity, a total of 4,579 entrepreneurs had joined this activity.

A total of 11 researches on manufacturing development were completed, comprising

the Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological Researchûs 4 studies (continued

from 2004), the Thailand Textile Instituteûs 6 projects and a research by the

Department of Intellectual Property.
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As for SMEs personnel capacity building to match their business requirements and

trends, monitoring of relevant agencies implementations in fiscal 2005 showed that

the DIP and OSMEP had provided as many as 606 SMEs with consulting service.

The DIP, OSMEP, BOI and the Thailand Automotive Institute together organized

training and capacity building activities for 2,145 SMEs.

In encouraging networking and forming of clusters, the projects currently underway

included: the DIPûs Industrial Cluster Development Center project (Sung Noen), the

Industrial Allies project and the Supply Chain Management project for Small and

Medium Industries, the DBDûs Trade Institute Capacity Building and Networking

project and the TTIûs study on development of linkage between entrepreneurs in

the textile and clothing cluster for investment.

Strategy IV Building Potential of Exporting SMEs to International

Standards

Key implementation results: In 2005, the key agencies such as the DEP continued

its major export promotion projects/activities including the Smart Export project,

the Intertrader project, projects on product development for overseas markets as

well as opening new markets for SMEs export in neighboring countries and the

Thailandûs Brand activities, while the BOI encouraged Thai entrepreneurs to

participate in international trade fairs.

Other projects/activities focusing on reduction and removal of export constraints for

SMEs included the National Food Instituteûs food product testing service and

measuring instrument testing service in which 2,001 samples were tested and the

THTIûs textile testing service in which 3,534 samples were tested. For development

of training and basic consulting on international standard testing, the Thailand

Institute of Scientific and Technological Research undertook a project to give

supports and consultations on manufacturing based on the Codex/GMP/HACCP

standards. The Thai Industrial Standard Institute initiated a project on developing
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and approval of basic management system for SMEs. The OSMEP also launched a

program to promote usage of Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) among SMEs.

Implementation of these projects/activities would help raise product standards and

reduce export barriers currently faced by Thai SMEs.

Strategy V Developing Exisiting and New SMEs

Key implementation results: Monitoring found that in 2005 the main agencies

responsible for implementation of projects/activities to create and develop new

entrepreneurs continued their efforts comprising the New Entrepreneurs Creation

project by the DIP utilizing the çsibling entrepreneursé approach to create new

entrepreneurs; the DSD conducted a project on development pattern of entrepreneurs

in skill service for independent careers, in which 3,057 were trained. The New

Entrepreneurs (Thao Kae Mue Mai) program by the Office of Small and Medium

Enterprises Promotion provided 200 beauty salon entrepreneurs with training. The

OSMEP also collaborated with Kasetsart University, Chulalongkorn University and

King Mongkutûs University of Technology in conducting the New Business Creation

program. In addition, the OSMEP initiated the project on New Entrepreneur Business

Plan Contest for graduate students to promote development of business plans. The

candidates were eligible for receiving the OSMEPûs venture and joining the business

awareness raising and motivation program for students and the general public.

Results from these projects are to be published when their implementation reached

a certain stage.
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6.2 Summary of Project Results of the SMEs Management

and Consultant System Development

The Technology Promotion Association (Thailand-Japan) in collaboration with the
Department of Industrial Promotion had initiated the Management and Consultant
System Project (the Shindan Service) and the Manufacturing Development to
Improve the Competitiveness Program (MDICP) in 1999. Data collected under these
programs helped provide an in-depth view of Thai entrepreneursû performance in a
range of industries, many of them SMEs. The OSMEP recognized that available
data from existing programs, especially data on capacity and issues faced by the
entrepreneurs in each industry, were extremely useful for both government and
private agencies. The compiled data would provide basis for their decision making
and determining promotion measures. Other SMEs entrepreneurs would also benefit
from the data, using it for their self-assessment. In consequence, the OSMEP in
collaboration with the TPA prepared a data compilation from the Shindan Service
conducted between January 2003 and September 2004 for industries including iron
and steel, motor vehicle parts, plastic, textiles and clothing apparel and wood
products and furniture. The summary of the Shindan Service diagnosis results are
as follows:

6.2.1 Iron and Steel Industry
The industry consists of 3 components according to the manufacturing process,
namely the raw steel products comprising pig iron and sponge iron; the semi-finished
steel products consisting of billet, slab and bloom; and the finish steel products
including bars, deformed bar, wire rod, structural steel, hot-rolled steel, cold-rolled
steel, coated steel and pipes and tubes.

The sample group for this industry consisted of 56 SMEs; 24 of them were small
enterprises, while 32 were medium enterprises. Analyses of their 2001-2002 financial
statements and 2003-2004 strengths, weaknesses, and challenges can be summarized
as follow:
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(1) Indicators for the industry

Table 6.2 Indicators Drawn from Financial Statements

Note: - The indicators for small enterprises were based on financial statements of 6 enterprises.

- The indicators for medium enterprises were based on financial statements of 11 enterprises.
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The iron and steel industry indicators drawn from the table above are as follows:
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(2) Strengths and weaknesses found in iron and steel industry

Small Enterprises

Strengths

• Most had extensive experience in the industry, with technical and

engineering expertise.

• Most enterprises were able to generate higher income, achieved better

• Most showed great business flexibility due to their size.

• Some recently developed administrative systems were introduced including

the ISO and KPI systems. Their management was enthusiastic about new

organization development concepts.

• Most possessed a strong market base and their management emphasized

clientsû satisfaction.

Weaknesses
• Visions, goals and business plan were not clearly laid down for their staff

to acknowledge; they also lacked a monitoring system at both organization

and division levels.

• In many cases when business expanded, their managers tended to take

up a range of responsibilities themselves, causing deterioration in their

internal administration system.

• Waste in process resulting from material and equipment overstocking.
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• Lack of data processing/information system for management, especially

data on accounting, wastes and products.

• They were unable to recognize the actual costs and status of their

enterprises due to low priority given to financial and cost statements.

• Low priority was given to staff training and development as well; most

personnel learned through their own experience, by doing and from their

peers.

• Their workplace environment also received low priority.

Medium Enterprises
Strengths
• Most had extensive experience in the industry. The entrepreneurs possessed

technical and engineering expertise, while their technicians were also

experienced and skilled.

• Many of them already introduced new machinery and software as well as

developed their own technology and brought in international experts.

• Most enterprises were able to generate higher income and achieved better

financial liquidity.

• Some recent administrative systems including the ISO and KPI systems

were introduced under the new generation of managers, being either the

ownersû heirs or selected professionals. They had well-established systems

to develop production plan and staffûs participation was highly prioritized.

• Most of them owned a strong market base and their management emphasized

clientsû satisfaction; they also had a marketing section to directly handle

the tasks.

• High attention was given to the staffûs work environment.




